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1. If any doubt exists as to the interpretation of any question, the candidate is urged
to submit, within their answer, a clear statement of any assumptions made.

2. This is a CLOSED BOOK EXAM.
Any non-communicating calculator is permitted.

3. Answer all FIVE (5) questions.

4. All questions are worth 20 marks each.

5. Please start each question on a new page and clearly identify the question
number and part number, e.g. Q4(a).

6. In schematics, ground and chassis may be assumed to be common, unless
specifically stated otherwise.

7. Unless otherwise specified, assume that Op-Amps are ideal and that supply
voltages are ±15V.

8. If questions require an answer in essay format, clarity and organization of the
answer are important. Provide block diagrams and circuit schematics whenever
necessary.
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QUESTION (1)

May 2015

An op amp with a slew rate of 1 V/µs and aunity-gain bandwidth, fr
of 1 MHz is connected in the unity-gain follower configuration.

a) What is the largest possible input voltage step for which the + vour
output voltage waveform can still produce an exponentially rise v~N
and fall waveform? (8 points)

b) For this input voltage, find the 10% to 90% rise time. (6 points) Given:
c) If the input step is 10 times larger than the voltage that you have Supply Voltage = ±10 V

found in part (a), find the 10% to 90% rise time. (6 points)

Useful Formulae:
Vag _ 1
VIN 1 + S/wt

QUESTION (2)

—wrlvoUT~t)=Vt1—e t 1

In the following circuit, the input voltage v~N is a 1 kHz, f 10 V
triangular source. Provide an accurate sketch of the voltage
waveforms vi and vi as a function of time. The diode Di is ideal y
with a 0:7V forward drop. (20 points)

Given:
Ri = 1 kSZ
Ra = 1.2 kSZ
Rs = 4.7 kS2
Ra = 11 kS2
Rs = 2 kSZ

QUESTION (3)
The op amp is in this circuit can be considered as
ideal. It is power by a X10 V supply and naturally
the output will be limited to these levels. If the input
is a f10 V triangular wave at 1 kHz, provide
accurate sketches of the voltage waveforms vi and v2
as a function of time. (20 points)

Given:
Ri = 10 kS2
Rz = 100 kSZ
R3 = 10 kS2
Ra = 10 kSZ

RZ

v2

vour
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QUESTION (4)

In the following questions, all BJT transistors have (3 = 50, VsL,o,r or VEa,on = 0.6V, VcE,sar or
VEc,sar = 0.3V and VA = ~o. Solve for the required voltages. (2o points)

(a) +SV. (4 points)

1 kS2
v~=?

+av
20 kS2

(b) +SV (4 points)

100 S2
VE=?

+2V
10 kS2

1 kS2

(4 points)(~) +sv

470 S2
V~ _ ?

1 kS2

—5 V

~d) +SV (4 points)

2 kS2
V~=7

5 kS~ 1 kS2

—5 V

(e) +SV (4 points)

100 SZ 2 k52

Qz Vci =7

Qi
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QUESTION (5)

Consider the common source amplifier circuit on
the right. Determine the values for all the resistors
to provide the following specifications: (20 points)

R;,, = 50 kS2
Rour = 6 kS2
Ibras = 0.5 mA

Given:
R.rource = 6~~ ~

VDD = IO V
Vrx = 1 V 7~ = 0 V—'

May 2015

~" Von

R, RD G

Rsou.~e C ~ ~— ~—I ~ + 
-'VV~"-~ M Ra ~o~r

+ r~ V ~s!N Ibins ~r =

R'" RZ RS I~Z

f~nCox ~W~L~ =1 mAN2

Useful formulae: for n-channel MOSFET

Wr 1 2
lDS — ~nCox L I ~vGS — VTH~vDS 2 vDs

L

Zos = 2 f~nCaX L ~vGS — vTH~Z ~1 + ~,vDs J

triode region

saturation region
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